MIMUMBA revisited: torsion angle rules for conformer generation derived from X-ray structures.
A method has been developed which automatically generates SMARTS patterns for four-atomic torsional fragments, searches experimental structures in the Cambridge Crystallographic Database, and obtains rules for preferred torsion angles in drug-size molecules. These rules can be used for exhaustive conformational analysis using the popular conformer generator OMEGA. This approach results in an overall improvement of quality and coverage of conformational space when comparing conformer ensembles generated by this method with results obtained by using the default OMEGA setup. In particular, the percentage of structures with at least one conformation closer than 0.5 A to the X-ray structure improves from 84% to 92% in a test set of 11 027 experimental structures from the CSD. Moreover, the average RMS distance of the closest conformation to the X-ray structure improves from 0.30 to 0.22 A.